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Abstract
Weprovide a synthesis of results of a recent government-funded initiative tomake projections of 21st
century change in extreme sea levels around the coast of theUnitedKingdom.We compare four
factors that influence future coastalflood risk: (i) time-mean sea-level (MSL) rise; (ii) changes in storm
surge activity; (iii) changes in the offshorewave climate; (iv) changes in tidal amplitude arising from
the increase inMSL.Our projections are dominated by the effects ofMSL rise, which is typicallymore
thanfive times larger than any of the other contributions.MSL is projected to rise by about 53 to
115centimetres at themouth of the Thames and 30 to 90centimetres at Edinburgh (5th to 95th
percentiles at 2100 relative to 1981–2000 average). Surgemodel projections disagree on the sign of
future changes. Typical simulated changes are around+/−7centimetres. Because of the disagree-
ment, our best estimate is of no change from this contribution, althoughwe cannot rule out changes of
either sign.Wavemodel projections suggest a decrease in significant wave height of the order of
7centimetres over the 21st century.However, the limited sample size and uncertainty in projections
of changes in atmospheric circulationmeans that we cannot be confident about the sign of future
changes inwave climate.MSL risemay induce changes in tidal amplitude ofmore than 15centimetres
over the 21st century for the Bristol Channel. However,models disagree on the sign of change there.
Elsewhere, our projected tidal amplitude changes aremostly less than 7centimetres.Whilst changes
inMSL dominate, we have shown the potential for all processes considered here tomake non-
negligible contributions over the 21st century.

1. Introduction

For theUK,major coastal flood events are typically associatedwithwintertime storm surges that coincidewith a
high tide and highwave conditions. For example, the storm surge of 6thDecember 2013, which affected sites all
along the east coast of theUK and as far afield asUllapool (in the northwest of Scotland) and Portsmouth (on the
south coast of England) caused seawater inundation ofmore than two thousand homes and businesses and three
thousand hectares of farmland. Along the east coast, over ten thousand people were evacuated, and flood
defences were breached in around fifty locations (Surgewatch database,Haigh et al (2015)). It is estimated that
around £150billion of assets are at risk from coastal flooding in theUK (Howard et al 2010), and estimated
annual damages to theUK fromcoastal flooding are of the order of £500million (Edwards 2017). Consequently,
there is concern about the effects of climate change on the future frequency and intensity of extreme coastal sea-
level events.

In general, climate change can give rise to increased coastalflood risk in twoways. Thefirst is through an
increase in time-mean sea level (often referred to simply as ‘mean sea level’,MSL), i.e. the baseline averagewater
level onwhich tides, surges, waves and other sea-level extremes are superimposed.Menéndez andWoodworth
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(2010) showed that this component has dominated the changes in observed extremewater levels in the historical
record.

Observations show thatMSL around theUKhas risen by approximately 1.4mm/year from the start of the
20th century, when corrected for landmovement (Kendon et al 2018,Woodworth et al 2009). This is
comparable to the globalmean rate of 1.7mm/year (1.5–1.9; 90% confidence interval) for the period 1901 to
2010 given byChurch et al (2013).MSL around theUK is projected to continue to rise until at least the end of the
21st Century under all RCP climate change scenarios (Palmer et al 2018, see also section 3). The secondway that
climate change can influence future coastalflood risk is through changes in the drivers of sea-level extremes,
particularly storm surge events and thewave climate. In this case there can be uncertainty in both themagnitude
and sign of the change—with the potential for decreases aswell as increases in extreme sea levels, relative to the
mean.WhileMSL change has a direct influence on extreme sea-level events through simply raising the baseline
water level, recent research has also highlighted a secondary, but important, effect on tidal amplitudes. The tide
travels as a shallowwater wavewith phase speed determined by thewater depth. Thismeans that, since the
frequency isfixed, thewavelength is controlled by thewater depth. Thewavelength in turn controls the locations
of the amphidromic points, and changes in these locations affect the tidal range at the coast, which is ofmost
practical relevance forflooding. The presence of near-resonant estuaries can introduce further sensitivities
(Pickering 2017, Pelling et al 2013,Haigh et al 2019), with changes inMSL having the potential tomove the tides
in such estuaries either further fromor closer to resonance depending on location. Thus, the four potential
sources of changing coastal flood risk for theUK thatwe explore here are: (i)MSL rise, (ii) changes in the
statistics of storm surge, (iii) changes in the statistics of offshore waves, and (iv) changes in the amplitude of
the tide.

Here we consider the relative sizes of these factors, using simulations developed as part of a recentUK
government-funded initiative, theUnitedKingdomClimate Projections 2018 (hereafter referred to asUKCP18)
and documented in theUKCP18Marine Report (UKCP18-Marine, Palmer et al (2018)). Following the
approach of previous studies (e.g. Lowe et al 2009, Vousdoukas et al 2018), we treat the factors independently
(except in the sense that the changes in tidal amplitude are driven byMSL change). For a discussion of this
approach see Vousdoukas et al (2018) and references therein.We do not comprehensively examine the strength
of the factor interactions, althoughwe note the recent work of Arns et al (2017) indicating that such interactions
may be important at some locations. UKCP18 considersmany physical aspects of climate change for theUK, and
is the latest in a series of similar initiatives (Hulme et al 2002, Lowe et al 2009). UKCP18 and associated
publications such as Palmer et al (2018)were comprehensively reviewed by an independent panel of experts.

Our simulations of factors (i), (ii) and (iii) above are self-consistent in the sense that they are all predicated on
data from climatemodel simulations produced for theCoupledModel Intercomparison Project phase 5
(CMIP5, Taylor et al 2012) under representative concentration pathway8.5 (RCP8.5, vanVuuren et al 2011).
We base our assessment onRCP8.5 because it represents the strongest radiative forcing of the four
representative concentration pathways adopted by the Intergovernmental Panel onClimate Change (IPCC) for
its Fifth Assessment Report (AR5, IPCC2013), and thus provides the largest signal-to-noise ratio in terms of
forced climate response versus unforced climate variability. Compared to IPCCAR5 (Church et al, 2013), the
UKCP18MSL projections use an updated estimate for the contribution fromAntarctica and amore traceable
and comprehensive treatment of the regional uncertainties. Both surge andwave simulationsmake use of
CMIP5-downscaled simulations fromEuro-CORDEX. This is a step towards addressing the structural
uncertainty, in contrast with some previous studies, for example Lowe et al (2009), who used a perturbed
parameter ensemble of a single climatemodel, or Sterl et al (2009), who used a perturbed initial condition
ensemble of a single climatemodel.

In section 2we summarize themethods used to produce the simulations of each source of change. Results
are presented and discussed in section 3

2.Methods

As discussed above, all of our assessments are based onRCP8.5, andwe focus on the century-scale change.We
note that shorter-term changes in the extremesmay be dominated by natural variability, for example the 18.6-
year nodal tidal cycle, or theNorth AtlanticOscillation.We give an indication of the size of inter-annual
variability in the storm surge extremes in section 3.

2.1. Time-mean sea level (MSL)
The projections ofMSL change presented here are taken directly fromUKCP18-Marine. In this section, we
present a brief synopsis of theUKCP18-Marinemethods and refer the reader to Palmer et al (2018) for the full
details.
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TheUKCP18 projections are rooted in the sea-levelmethods of the IPCCAR5 (Church et al 2013), based on
CMIP5 climatemodel simulations (Taylor et al 2012) under the RCP climate change scenarios (Meinshausen
et al 2011). Recent assessment of CMIP5model simulations demonstrates their ability to reproduce themain
components of global and regional rise over the historical record (Slangen et al 2017,Meyssignac et al 2017) and
promotes confidence in their ability to provide useful projections of future change. Themain innovations to the
UKCP18 sea-level projections relative to IPCCAR5 are: (i) inclusion of the scenario-dependent estimates of
Antarctic dynamic ice input fromLevermann et al 2014; (ii) use of a regression approach to estimate the regional
oceanographic changes that better isolates the climate change signal fromCMIP5 simulations (e.g. Perrette et al
2013, Bilbao et al 2015); (iii)more comprehensive treatment of regional uncertainties and direct traceability to
theCMIP5-based projections of global sea level. The inclusion of the Levermann et al (2014) estimates results in
a change in the 5th to 95th percentile ranges of global sea-level rise under RCP8.5 from0.53–0.98mto
0.56–1.12mcompared toAR5 (after adjusting values to the 1981–2000 baseline used inUKCP18).

Global sea-level projections, which include estimates of global thermal expansion and futuremass addition
fromglaciers, ice sheets and changes in landwater storage, form the basis of the regional sea-level projections for
theUKmainland. The regional projections take account of the spatial patterns that arise from the different ice
mass and landwater changes as a result of the response of Earth’s gravity field, rotation and vertical landmotions
(e.g. Tamisiea andMitrovica 2011). Some representation of the uncertainty associatedwith these effects is
included by the use of two sets of these ‘massfingerprints’ (Slangen et al 2014, Spada and Stocchi 2007). The
effects of local changes in ocean circulation and seawater density are accounted for using simulations from21
CMIP5models, which introduces substantial additional uncertainty at regional scales. Finally, estimates of the
effects of glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) on regionalMSL, which are dominated by the effects of vertical land
motion, come from a 15-member ensemble produced as part of theNERCBRITICE-CHRONOproject
(Bradley et al 2018). The uncertainties of the various contributions to regional sea-level change are combined
using a 100,000memberMonte Carlo simulation, following the same approach as used for the globalMSL
projections presented in IPCCAR5. The 50th percentile of the resulting projections is used as our central
estimate of theMSL change. Following IPCCAR5, we use the 5th and 95th percentiles of theMonte Carlo
distribution to illustrate the uncertainty in theMSLprojections.

2.2. Surge
Bothwave and surge changes depend on atmospheric changes, and there is consistency in our approach to these
two components: we show results frommodels driven by atmospheric projections fromCMIP5 in both cases. In
both cases we also use atmospheric data from regionalmodel simulations performed by the Swedish
Meteorological andHydrological Institute (SMHI) using their regional atmosphericmodel RCA4 as part of the
Euro-CORDEX experiment (Jacob et al 2014). The consistency is incomplete because different CMIP5models
were selected for the two different strands of work. The selectionwas based on data availability and suitability,
and is discussed inmore detail by Palmer et al (2018).

The potential for change in the statistics of storm surge associatedwith projected changes in atmospheric
storminess is assessed here using atmospheric projections from twoCMIP5models: HadGEM2-ES (Jones et al
2011) andGFDL-ESM2M (Dunne et al 2012).We choose here to presentHadGEM2-ES out of the set offive
RCA4-downscaled simulations used inUKCP18-Marine because, out of thesefive,HadGEM2-ES has themost
negative 21st-century trend in extreme surge. GFDL-ESM2M, on the other hand, was selected as aCMIP5model
whichmight be expected to exhibit a large positive trend according to twometrics of storminess change (see
section 3.1). This expectation is borne out by the results shown in section 3.

ForHadGEM2-ES, we use surfacewinds and pressure downscaled throughRCA4 as part of the Euro-
CORDEX experiment, to drive theCS3 storm surgemodel (Flather 1994, 2000). CS3 is a depth-averaged two-
dimensionalmodel covering theNWEuropean shelf from12 degrees west to 13 degrees east and 48 to 63 degrees
north, with a horizontal resolution of 1/6 degree longitude×1/9 degree latitude. HadGEM2-ES produces a very
credible simulation of the latitudinal variation of time-averaged stormdensity (count per unit area) for storms
crossing northwest Europe, with the three observed average density peaks being particularly well represented
(Palmer et al 2018).WhenHadGEM2-ES is used to drive CS3 via the RCA4 regional atmosphericmodel, the
inter-annual variability in the annualmaximum surge is well simulated atmostUK locations, giving confidence
in the surgemodelling system.

ForGFDL-ESM2M, corresponding downscaled data was not available and sowe chose to drive CS3 directly
with surface winds and pressure from the globalmodel simulation. For a further discussion of this choice and its
implications see Palmer et al (2018). This choice does not have any important implications for the results shown
here. The stormdensity is less well simulated byGFDL-ESM2M,with too little latitudinal variation, although the
average values are quite realistic. The inter-annual variability in the annualmaximum surge is also less well
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simulatedwhenCS3 is driven byGFDL-ESM2M, but the spatial pattern of the variation in thismetric appears
similar to the pattern in the observations. Further details ofmodel evaluation are given in Palmer et al (2018).

In contrast to the tidal simulationsdiscussed in section2.4, our surge simulations arebasedonpresent-day
bathymetry.This approachhasbeenused inmanyprevious studies (for exampleLowe et al2009, Sterl et al2009,
Debernard andRøed2008) and is supportedby sensitivity tests shownbyPalmer et al (2018),which indicate that the
effect ofMSLchangeon the skew surge is small (less than2 cm for 50 cmofMSLrise at all of the sites considered in the
case studies) compared to the effect on the tides. (Lowe et al2001,Howard et al2010)find similar insensitivityof skew
surge toMLS increase. Skew surge (deVries et al1995) is nowwidely preferred as ametric of surge (e.g.Cannaby et al
2016,Howard et al2010), owing toboth its impact-relevance and its independenceof tidal level (Williams et al2016).
To characterize the extremes, the concept of a return level (e.g.Coles 2001) is routinelyused. For example, the ten-year
return level is the levelwhichweexpect tobe exceededonaverageonce every ten years.Herewe characterize the change
in the extremesof skew surgeusing the change in theone-year return level. Palmer et al (2018) show that there is
insufficient evidencewithin theRCA4-downscaled simulations for considering independent change inother return
levels, so that the change in theone-year return level applies to all return levels for those simulations. In contrast, there
is sufficient evidence for such independent change in theGFDL-ESM2Msimulation. For this simulation, some results
for the 200-year return level are shown inUKCP18-Marine. For consistency,we consider only results for theone-year
return level here.

Toquantify the extremesweuse a statisticalmodel basedon thefive largest independent skew surge events each
year (Coles 2001). The approach,which is described indetail inPalmer et al (2018), identifies a linear rate of change (or
‘trend’) in theone-year return level of skewsurge at eachmodel gridpoint basedon thefive largest skew surges for each
year of 93 years of simulation (2007–2100).Herewemultiply this rate of changeby100years to characterize the 21st-
century change.Thismetric is labelledSHandSG infigures 2 and3. SH refers to the change exhibitedby theHadGEM2-
ES-RCA4 simulation, andSG refers to the change exhibitedby theGFDL-ESM2Msimulation.

Althoughwe consider different atmospheric drivingmodels, we downscale them to surgewith a single shelf
model. There are reasons to anticipate that the sensitivity to a change of surgemodel would be small. First,
Flowerdew et al (2010) showed that the uncertainty in an ensemble surge forecast was dominated by the
atmospheric rather than the ocean conditions. Secondly, Jordà et al (2012), studying the contribution of
atmospheric pressure andwind to the 21st-century sea-level variability in Southern Europe, find that
uncertainties in sea-level results aremostly induced by the uncertainties in the atmospheric fields used to force
the oceanmodel. Finally, and perhapsmost importantly, we anticipate that any robust century-scale change in
the statistics of local extreme surges will be a reflection of large-scale changes in atmospheric storminess, rather
than a result of themodel used to downscale the atmospheric storms to surges. Ourfinding of no clear signal of
change is consistent with the overall disagreement betweenCMIP5models on the projected changes in
storminess over the region considered. This is discussed further in theUKCP18Marine Report. A similar
argument applies to thewavemodel used (see next section): anymeaningful changemust come from the driving
atmosphere, not thewavemodel used to downscale it. Consistent with this,Morim et al (2019)find that
uncertainty in projections of changingwave climate is dominated by climatemodel-driven uncertainty, rather
than uncertainties inwavemodelling. Thewavemodel used herewas included in theMorim et al (2019) study,
where the sensitivity towavemodel used is discussed inmore detail.

2.3.Waves
Weuse results from regional wavemodel projections for the 21st century based on theCMIP5model EC-
EARTH (Hazeleger et al 2012). Surface winds from thismodel are used to drive the spectral wavemodel
WaveWatch III version 3.14 (Tolman 2009) as part of the EURISES-AMproject. Improved regional detail
around theUK is provided by a nested regional version of the samewavemodel. This in turn is driven by surface
winds fromEC-EARTHdownscaled throughRCA4 as part of the Euro-CORDEX experiment.

Bricheno andWolf (2018) present a detailed statistical evaluation of thewavemodel performance, using
fourteenUK tide gauges with between five andfifteen years of observations at each. They show that themodel
successfully simulates temporal and spatial variability in a full range of wave conditions from calm to stormy, for
both sheltered and exposed sites, experiencing swells, windsea and bimodal conditions.Wave direction is well-
simulated in the regionalmodel. They find no consistent bias or drift in themodel when drivenwith
atmospheric reanalysis data. Biases are seen in the results when drivenwith climatemodel data, but the spatial
pattern of these biases is not correlatedwith the spatial pattern in the signal of change, and the EC-EARTH
simulation gives a realistic spatial pattern of extremewaves for the historical period. Further details and further
results are reported in Bricheno andWolf (2018) and Palmer et al (2018).

Although results shown in section 3 are based on this singlemodel (EC-EARTH) taken from theCMIP5
‘ensemble of opportunity’, our discussion is also informed by results—shown by Palmer et al (2018)—of global
wavemodel simulations forced by other CMIP5models.
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In an effort to identify the century-scale change andminimize the influence of short-period variability, we
takemeans of SWHover two twenty-year periods of the simulation (1981–2000 and 2081–2100) and the
difference between the two is taken to represent the 21st-century change.

The effect ofMSL change on thewaves is notmodelled in these experiments (see section 3).

2.4. Tide
Agrowingbodyof evidence shows that tidal properties have changed, andcontinue to evolve, due tonon-astronomical
factors including sea-level change, and that changes in tidal properties are likely tooccurover thenext centuries
(Pickering et al2012,Haigh et al2019). Tomake aprojectionof the contribution to extreme sea-level change fromthis
source, theCS3model is deployedagainwithout atmospheric forcingbutwith anadjustedbathymetry toprovide
insight intopotential tidal changes.The exclusionof atmospheric forcing is supportedby sensitivity tests shownby
Palmer et al (2018, their ‘case studies’). They simulate three verydifferenthistorical surge events (affecting theUKeast
coast, theUKsouth andwest coasts, and theScottish coast, respectively)underpresent-daymean sea level and a range
of increasedmean sea levels, including a50cm increase. In all three cases, at all affected sites, theyfind that the effect of
MSLchangeon the simulated skew surge is small (less than2 cmunder a 50 cmMSL increase). Since thepeak still
water level is the sumof thepeak astronomical tide and the skewsurge, this shows that the additionof atmospheric
forcinghasonly a small impact on the change in the tidal range,which ismostlydrivenby the change in theMSL, in all
three cases at all of the sites considered in the case studies (a total of 26 sites, distributed around theUK). Further
support comes fromLowe et al (2001),who found that to afirst-order approximation,modest amounts of time-mean
sea level rise andchanges in surge canbe added linearly around theUnitedKingdom.Sensitivity tests byHoward et al
(2010) for larger time-mean sea level increasesdrewa similar conclusion, even formean sea level rise in excess of 2
metres.Other studieswhichhave takena similar approach includeWoth et al (2006) andVousdoukas et al (2018),who
provide further justificationand supporting references.

In addition to the evaluation described in section 2.2, theCS3model has been extensively evaluated as an
operationalmodel, and a version (CS3X) is used forUK storm-tide forecasting.Model results are routinely
compared against observations, and show typical RMS errors of around 10centimetres (e.g Furner et al 2016).
Further details ofmodel evaluation are given by Palmer et al (2018).

Ourmetric of tidal change is based onUKCP18-Marine projections of change in the standard deviation of
the tide. To give a sensible first-ordermetric to describe tidal changes, wemake an interpretation of the standard
deviation change to give an estimated change in the high tides, based on simple assumptions of a sinusoidal tide,
and that the change is shared symmetrically between high and low tides. Thismetric—the estimated change in
the high tides—is labelled ‘T’ infigure 3.

ForUKCP18-Marine, projections of tidal changewere presented for a range ofMSL rise projections. To
make a like-for-like comparisonwewish to represent the tidal change corresponding to the RCP8.5 projection
ofMSL rise. To achieve this we interpolate between the projected tidal change under 0.5metresMSL rise and
1metreMSL rise to obtain an estimate of the tidal change under 0.6metre ofMSL rise. This is a representative
21st-century figure for theUKunder RCP8.5 (because themean of the central estimate of 21st centuryMSL
increase over theUKmainland tide gauges considered here is 0.607metres under RCP8.5).

Our tidal simulations are relatively crude becausewe do not include anymodels of coastline change or
sedimentmorphology. The increasedMSL is simply represented by increasing the bathymetric depth of the
existing active grid boxes of the European shelfmodel (in other words, the existing inactive grid boxes act as
vertical sidewalls, allowing no further inundation). Thus, our simulation of the increasedMSLdoes not
accommodate the sort of changes in the coastline thatmight be expected under substantialMSL rise, which
might require additional active grid boxes in locations that are currently assumed inactive (dry). In this context,
Austin (1991) used a numerical tidalmodel simulation to study the effects of a uniformdepth change of the
order of theHolocene eustatic variation on theM2 tide of theNWEuropean continental shelf. Under these large
sea-level changes they found amplitude changes from∼0.5metres to present-day values of∼2metres for the
Southern Bight of theNorth Sea, following the breach of the Strait of Dover. Thus our use of vertical side-walls
could be a significant caveat to our tidal simulations. This caveat is acknowledged by Palmer et al (2018) for their
tidal change projections undermillennial-scaleMSL rise of up to 10metres. However, in spite of the simplicity
of the approach, they find spatial patterns and typicalmagnitudes of change in tidal range that are comparable to
those found inmore sophisticated studies (e.g. Pickering et al 2012). Furthermore, we consider here results
under aMSL rise of only 0.6metre, sowe do not expect this limitation to be very important in our case. A
paleotidal study (Uehara et al 2006) found sensitivity of the European shelf tides to the open ocean tidal changes
associatedwith the largeHolocene eustatic sea-level change (∼130metres).We used (modelled)present-day
open ocean tides as the open boundary conditions in our tidal simulations and thus furtherworkwould be
needed to test this sensitivity in our case ofmuch smaller sea-level change.However, previous studies of the
effect of century-scaleMSL change (for example Idier et al 2017, Flather andWilliams 2000) have typically
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assumed negligible effects on the open-ocean tides. Table 1 summarizes themetrics of the potential 21st century
contributions to change in sea-level extremes thatwe use here. In all cases, the results effectively represent long-
termmean change over the 21st century. Inter-annual variations have effectively been smoothed out.

3. Results and discussion

Weconsider locations around theUKmainlandcoast, as shown infigure 1.These arebasedon the locationsof 38
mainland tide gauges.Wecompare sizes andpatternsof the four contributions for these locations infigure2. Figure 2
panel (a) showsprojected changes in skew surge, using themetrics described in section2.2. Panel (b) showsprojected
changes in SWH,using themetric described in section2.3. Panel (c) showsprojected changes in tide, using themetric
described in section2.4.All panels also show theprojectedMSLchange asdescribed in section2.1.

Under our selected RCP8.5 scenario,MSL is projected to increase all around theUKby an amount of the
order of half ametre. Uncertainties are also of the order of half ametre and are not symmetrical about the central
estimate, showing some positive skew (e.g. (5th, 50th and 95th) percentiles of 21st century projected change for
Newlyn: (0.49, 0.71, 1.02)metres). Spatial variation is of the order of twenty centimetres, and ismost
pronounced on the large spatial scale, with the largest increases in the south and the smallest in the north: the
central estimates vary spatially from0.46metres (atMillport, in the northwest) to 0.71metres (atNewlyn, in the
southwest). This spatial variationmostly comes from the spatial pattern of glacial isostatic adjustment.

Figure 1. Locations around theUKmainland coast shown by their indices (these correspond to the indices on theX-axis offigure 2).
The labels are coloured by a simple characterisation ofmodel tidal amplitude (1.41×standard deviation of elevation from a∼19 year
tide-only simulation), intended to give a value of half the typical tidal range, and consistent with themetric described in section 2.4.
The locations are tabulated in table A1, and also listed here for ease of reference. 1:Newlyn, 2: Padstow, 3: Ilfracombe, 4: Hinkley, 5:
Avonmouth and 6:Newport (in extra small font due to close proximity at this scale), 7:Mumbles, 8:MilfordHaven, 9: Fishguard, 10:
Barmouth, 11:Holyhead, 12: Llandudno, 13:Hilbre Island, 14:Heysham, 15:Workington, 16: Portpatrick, 17:Millport, 18:
Tobermory, 19: Ullapool, 20: Kinlochbervie, 21:Wick, 22:Moray Firth, 23: Aberdeen, 24: Leith, 25:North Shields, 26:Whitby, 27:
Immingham, 28: Cromer, 29: Lowestoft, 30: Felixstowe, 31: Sheerness, 32: Dover, 33:Newhaven, 34: Portsmouth, 35: Bournemouth,
36:Weymouth, 37: Exmouth, and 38:Devonport. Straight grey lines show the zero (Greenwich)meridian, the 5degrees west
meridian, and the 50 and 55degree north latitudes.

Table 1.The contributions considered here, and the labels used for them.

Label 21st-century change

MSL Time-mean relative sea level

SH 1-year return level of skew surge fromHadGEM2-ES-RCA4 simulation

SG 1-year return level of skew surge fromGFDL-ESM2Msimulation

W Annualmean SignificantWaveHeight fromEC-EARTH regional simulation

T Amplitude of tide
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Surge changes are of order 10 centimetres, butmodels disagree on the sign of change.However, there is a
high level of spatial coherence within eachmodel projection: theHadGEM2-ES-RCA4 projection is negative
around thewhole of theUK coastline, whilst theGFDL-ESM2Mprojection is positive except on the south coast,
where there is aweak but uniformnegative signal.

Ourprojection exhibits a decrease inoffshore SWHofbetween zero and17 centimetres all around theUK,with
substantial small-scale spatial variations.The largest decreases areon the south and south-west coasts.The general
patternof reduction inmeanSWHseen infigure 2 is reflected in an ensemble (shown inUKCP18-Marine)ofwave
model simulationsbasedona subset of theCMIP5models. This consistency across the ensemble, and the spatial
coherenceof thismetric, increases our confidence in themeanoffshore SWHchangeprojection.However, the limited
sample size and,more importantly, theuncertainty inprojectionsof changes in atmospheric circulationmeans thatwe
cannotbe confident about the signof future changes inoffshorewave climate. Furthermore, as discussed in section3.2,
some recent studies (e.g.Arns et al2017)have shown that the reduction in the coastal depth-limitationof thewaves,
associatedwithMSLrise,maycause significant increases in thewave energy reaching the shore.Thus, althoughwe
project adecrease inmeanoffshore SWHat all sites, thismaybe less relevant inshore as the increasedMSLwill oppose
this change, by reducing the effect of coastal depth-limitedbreaking.This is discussed further byBrichenoandWolf
(2018). Theynote that this caveatmaybemore important for changes in the extremewaves (whicharenot
discussedhere).

Our projected tidal amplitude changes are smaller than the other contributions except in the Bristol
Channel, which is further discussed below.

We showdetails of three example sites infigure 3. This shows time series of simulated annualmaximum
skew surge and bar charts comparing the representativemetrics of potential contributions to extreme sea-level
change as described in section 2. The time-series of simulatedMSL rise (relative to a baseline of the 1980–2000
mean) is shown for comparison (although the skew surge does not add directly to theMSL, but rather to the high

Figure 2.Contributions to 21st-century extreme sea-level change clockwise around theUKmainland coast fromNewlyn. (a): Surge
changes. SH:HadGEM2-ES-RCA4. SG: GFDL-ESM2M. (b):Wave changes: change inmean SWH. (c): Change in tidal amplitude. All
panels also showprojectedMSL change (green line)with uncertainty shown by the green shading. Further details are in section 2.
Indices on theX-axes refer to the locations shown infigure 1.
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tides). Inclusion infigure 3 of observed skew surge annualmaxima for two of the sites illustrates the realism of
themodel simulations. The simulated and observed annualmaximum for any given year of the historical period
are not directly comparable because although themodel includes historical forcing by greenhouse gases, ozone
concentrations, solar variations, volcanoes and aerosols, the year-to-year variability will not be in phase with the

Figure 3. (a)–(c): Time series ofmodelled annualmaximum skew surge for the historical period (points labelled ‘mhist’) and the
RCP8.5 21st century (points labelled ‘mrcp85’) from theHadGEM2-ES-RCA4 simulation at (a)Newlyn, (b)Tobermory and (c)
Sheerness. Time series of simulatedMSL rise under RCP8.5 (relative to a baseline of the 1980–2000mean) at the same location is
shown by the curve (‘MSL’). Observed skew surge annualmaxima (‘obs’) are also shown forNewlyn and Sheerness. (Please seemain
text for a note on the simulated versus observed annualmaxima.) (d)–(f): representative 21st-century projections of the contributions
to extreme sea-level change from timemean sea-level (MSL), surge (SH, SG), waves (W), and tides (T).
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observations. However, in addition to the visual similarity seen infigure 3 between themodel and observed
distribution of annualmaxima at these two sites, Palmer et al (2018) show further details of satisfactory surge
model evaluation at a selection of sites. In particular, the inter-annual variability is generally well simulated.

It is apparent frombothfigures2 and3 that theMSLrise is theprojecteddominant 21st-century contribution to
the change in the extremes.This is consistentwithotherprojections for theUK (e.g. Lowe et al2009), for thenorth-
westEuropean coast (e.g. Sterl et al2009,Vousdoukas et al2017), and formanyother locationsworldwide (Garner et al
2017,Church et al2013). In termsof thehistorical evidence,Menéndez andWoodworth (2010) showed thatMSL
changemade thedominant contribution to changes in the extremesover the20th century.

Our projections showMSL rise for our chosenUKmainland locations to be typically around five times the
size of any of the other contributions over the 21st century. There is a spatial pattern in the projectedMSL
change, with the largest changes in the south and the smallest in the north.

Inorder to illustrate thedrivers of spatial variations inprojectedMSLaround theUK,wepresent thebreakdownof
thedifferent components for twoexample locations alongside the corresponding globalMSLprojections (figure 4).
The comparisonof global and regional projections illustrates anoverall increase inuncertainty at local scales and
particularly the strongattenuationof theGreenland signals,which is associatedwith theUK’s relativeproximity to that
ice sheet (close to the zero line in the associatedmassfingerprints). The contribution to regionalUKMSLchange is
dominatedby theocean term (including the effects of global thermal expansionand local oceanographic effects) and
the future loss of icemass fromAntarctica.These two termsalsodominate theoverall uncertainty,with the skewness in
theAntarctica contributiongiving rise to the skewness in theprojectionsof totalMSL. Spatial variations inprojected
MSLrise around theUKaredominatedbydifferences inGIA,with a small additional contribution fromspatial
gradients in theGreenlandmassfingerprints across theUK.OurGIAprojections come froma15-member ensemble
producedaspart of theNERCBRITICE-CHRONOproject (Bradley et al2018),whichutilised a recently-updated
regional sea-level database.The aimof this studywas touseonly ice sheet reconstructions thatfitted to theobserved
data acrossUKandEurope (Bradley, pers. comm.) It is noticeable that theuncertainty estimate fromthis source is
smaller than fromtheother sources, and smaller than theuncertainty estimates of some recent global studies (e.g.
Caron et al2018). It is likely that two factors contribute to this difference inuncertainty estimates:first, theBritish-Irish
Ice Sheet is relativelywell-constrainedobservationally, and secondly the inability of current globalmodels to simulate
horizontal variations inmantle viscosity (Lambeck, pers. comm.) seems likely to introduce largeruncertainties in
global projections.

Sincepublicationof the IPCCAR5anumberof research studieshave focusedon thepotential for accelerated sea-
level rise associatedwithdynamic instability of theWestAntarctic Ice Sheet (e.g.Ritz et al2015,Golledge et al2015,
DeConto andPollard2016,Ruckert et al2017). Inparticular,DeContoandPollard (2016)proposeda controversial
newmechanismcalled ‘marine ice-cliff instability’ (MICI),which led toprojectionsof sea-level rise fromAntarcticaof
over 1metreby2100under theRCP8.5 scenario.However, subsequentwork (Edwards et al2019)hasquestioned the
validityof includingMICI inprojectionsof future sea-level rise anddemonstrated that themajorityof projections are
broadly consistentwith the estimates of Levermann et al (2014) thatwereused inUKCP18.

Figure 4. (a)Global 21st-centuryMSL change projections and component terms fromUKCP18-Marine under the RCP8.5 climate
change scenario; (b) and (c) corresponding regional sea-level projections forNewlyn andPortpartick (locations 1 and 16, respectively).
Horizontal lines indicate the 50th percentile and the shaded regions represent the 5th to 95th percentile range. ‘Ocean’ refers to global
thermal expansion at the global scale and also includes regional oceanographic effects forNewlyn and Portpartick.
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Thework presented here does not consider so-called ‘high-end’ scenarios forMSL, which explore plausible
but very unlikely future levels of rise. Decisionmakers with a high level of risk aversion, for example thosewho
design to a ten-thousand year return level, should consider such scenarios in addition to the projections
described here and presented inUKCP18-Marine (2018). As noted byHinkel et al (2015), ‘high-end’ scenarios
have been used very effectively in coastal decisionmaking, for example in the Thames Estuary 2100 project
(Ranger et al 2013, Lowe et al 2009).

3.1. Surge
Ahigh degree of spatial coherence is seen inSH (figure 2).However, this is just onemodel froman ensemble offive
CMIP5models downscaled throughRCA4under the Euro-CORDEXexperiment andused to produce surge
change simulations. This small ensemble did not agree on the signof change. In viewof the disagreement and the
relatively small signal in the individualmodels, Palmer et al (2018) concluded that a central estimate of no change is
the best representation of the storm-surge contribution to extreme sea-level change over the 21st century.Wenote
that the sign of change in theGFDL-ESM2M (SG) simulation opposes that of the SH simulation aroundmost of the
UKcoastline. Thuswe regard SH and SG as being representative of typicalmagnitudes of changewhichmight be
seen over the 21st century, rather than robust projections of climate change. In particular, the SGprojection should
not be viewed as an upper limit to the 21st century change in skew surge.However, the 21st-century surge increase
exhibited by theGFDL-ESM2Msimulation is consistentwith an increase in atmospheric stormactivity in that
model asmeasured by twodifferentmetrics of storminess (band-passfiltered atmospheric pressure atmean sea
level, and stormcount density; for details seePalmer et al2018). Furthermore, the spatial patternof increase
around theUKmainland coast seen infigure 2,with strongest increases to the north, is consistentwith the spatial
pattern of increase in stormcount density in thatmodel (Lee,R.,University ofReadingURL cited 2019). The
HadGEM2-ESmodel does not exhibit similar strong increases in thesemetrics of storminess. This consistency
between atmospheric storminess changemetrics andourmetrics of storm surge change givesmore confidence that
themodelling systemandourmetrics of storm surge change are successfully identifying changes in the driving
atmosphericmodels and thus identifying the disagreement between thedriving atmosphericmodels regarding
21st century change. The atmospheric changes in turnmay reflect disagreement between climatemodels regarding
the response of the storm tracks to globalwarming (Shaw et al2016, Shepherd 2014), or theymay simply be
attributable to long-termvariability in the storm tracks, or both.

Woth et al (2006), using a barotropic tide-surgemodel driven by a small ensemble of atmosphericmodels of
theCMIP3generation, projected increases in extreme storm surge for the eastern coast of theNorth Sea.However,
this increasewas not seenon the east coast of theUK. Sterl et al (2009) foundno significant increase in themost
extreme surges over the 21st century along theDutch coast basedon a 17-member initial condition ensemble of a
singlemodel of theCMIP3 generation,whichwas used todrive a barotropic storm surgemodel.Vousdoukas et al
(2016)used an ensemble of eightCMIP5 atmosphericmodels to drive a state-of-the-art storm surgemodel in
order to investigate potential changes over the 21st century.Oneof themodelswasGFDL-ESM2M, and
considering their projections forRCP8.5 for the endof the 21st century around theUKwe see some similarities to
ourGFDL-ESM2Mprojection,with increases to thenorthwhich arenot duplicated in the south of theUK
coastline. A common factor in theirwork, thepresent study, andLowe et al (2009), is that the projected changes on
theEnglish east coast are small and/or negative for the endof the 21st century underRCP8.5.

Lerwick, on theShetland Isles in the farnorth-east of theUK (not shownhere), andNewlyn, in the far southwest,
are relatively open-ocean sites,where surges are less dependentongenerationbywind stress, andmoredependenton
the inverse barometer effect, compared to typicalUKsites.Thus, if the small changes in surgewere comingprimarily
fromchanges in atmospheric pressure variability,wemight expect to see anamplification in the small signal of change
at these sites relative tootherUKsites.Conversely, if theywere comingprimarily fromchanges in the surfacewind,we
might expect to see an attenuationof the small signal of change at these sites.However, in viewof theuncertainties and
small-spatial-scalenoise in thepatterns,we cannot clearly identify any suchamplificationor attenuation in thepatterns
of change in the eitherGFDL-ESM2M (SG)orHadGEM2-ES (SH) simulation: the spatial pattern simply continues
throughLerwick andNewlyn inboth cases.Thus, basedonour resultswe cannot readily separate the effects of changes
in the inverse barometer effect fromthe effects of changes in thewind stress. Further 21st-century simulations
(pressure-driven-only andwind-driven-only)wouldbe required to address this question.

It is apparent from figure 3 that the inter-annual variation in the annualmaximum skew surge is comparable
to the projectedMSL rise at the three sites shown. The uncertainty in the projectedMSL rise is also of a similar
size. Combining the uncertainties in projections ofMSL rise with the variability in still water extremes in a
meaningful way is not straightforward (Hunter et al 2013) and it is anticipated that this will form the basis for
futurework. In themeantime, Palmer et al (2018) andHoward et al (2019) provide projected future return level
curves of still water level based on a simple addition ofMSL rise to the present-day return level curves.
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The implications ofMSL change in terms of return period for a given locationwill depend on the variability
in the extremes at that location. To illustrate this, consider two contrasting locations: Avonmouth, which
experiences high variability, and Lerwick, which experiences low variability. Now consider our RCP8.5 central
estimate for 2100 as an example scenario ofMSL rise. Under this scenario, at Avonmouth the 2100 one-year
return level wouldmatch the present-day forty-year return level, but at Lerwick the 2100 one-year return level
would be higher than the present-day ten-thousand-year return level.

3.2.Waves
Our projection of a decrease inmean SWHagrees with the results of Aarnes et al (2017), who also note a smaller
reduction in higher percentiles of SWH, suggesting an increase in the variance. Bricheno andWolf (2018)
discuss an alternativemetric of wave changes, based on themean of twenty annualmaxima in SWHat the
beginning and end of the 21st century. At some locations the projected change in thatmetric is positive
(increasing) and comparable to the projectedMSL change. It is possible for the extremes to increase whilst the
mean decreases: this only needs awidening of the distribution. However, there are three reasons for having less
confidence in that result. Firstly, formost plausible distributions of environmentalmetrics such as SWH,we
expect themaxima to bemore noisy (variable) than themeans, in view of the law of large numbers. Secondly,
there is no clear consensus among ensemblemembers (Palmer et al 2018) regarding the change in thatmetric.
Thirdly, there is little spatial coherence in the change in thatmetric.

The general picture of a projected reduction inmean SWHwas also see in Lowe et al (2009), but not over the
same geographical extent: in fact Lowe et al (2009) reported a small increase inwintermean SWH to the south of
theUK. They noted that their pattern of changewas consistent with a reduction in northerly winds and a
strengthening of westerlies. Grabemann et al (2015), using an ensemble approach, also projected decreases in
SWH in thewesternNorth Sea, but accompanied by increases in the easternNorth Sea.

The effect of atmospheric storminess change on theoffshorewaves is only one of the climate-change factors
whichmay affect the future impact ofwaves at the coast. For example, Arns et al (2017) studied the non-linear
interactions between tides, surge, waves andMSL change. Inparticular they found that projected changes inwave
characteristics (and, to lesser extent, tides) causedby sea-level rise, amplified the requireddesign height changes by
∼50%compared to the required changes due to projected sea-level change alone, primarily due to the reduction in
the coastal depth-limitationof thewaves.Chini et al (2010, 2011)used a numericalmodelling approach to
investigate the interplay ofMSL change, tides, surge,waves and changing sediment transport for a case study area
inEast Anglia,UK. They found anumber of complex, sometimes compensating, responses to increasedMSL.One
clearfindingwas that, in the absence of anybathymetry changes (whichmight arise as sandbanks adapt to sea-level
rise by capturingmore sediment),MSL rise hasmore effect on extremewaveheights at locations that are currently
protected byoffshore sandbanks than at locationswhich are currentlymore exposed to the open sea (Chini and
Stansby 2015). This level of detailed hydrodynamicmodelling is beyond the scopeof thepresentwork and sowedo
not translate our projected offshore SWHchanges into ametricwhich is directly comparablewithMSL, although
wenote thatVousdoukas et al2017, use a generic approximationof thewave setup as 20%of the SWH. Since our
projections for change in SWHare uniformlynegative,we suggest that, basedon the current generationof climate
models, it seems this offshore component is unlikely to add to the inshore hazard.

3.3. Tide
Ourprojected changes in tideunder the0.6metreofMSLrise representative ofRCP8.5 (figure2panel (c)) are small
except aroundAvonmouthandNewport, near the topof theBristolChannel. TheBristolChannel is near-resonant
with thedominant (M2) tidal constituent. Projectionsof tidal changeusingCS3 (ourprojections, and thoseof Flather
andWilliams (2000)) showan increase in tidal rangeherewith increasingMSL.However, someother similar
experimentswithdifferent shelfmodels have exhibited theopposite response, i.e. a decrease in tidal range (Pickering
et al2012,Pickering 2017, Pelling et al2013) in theBristolChannel, even though thepatterns andmagnitudesof
change showabroadagreement elsewhere. Presumably theCS3model channelmoves closer to resonance,whilst the
model channel in someothermodelsmoves away fromresonance, andwe speculate that this difference is associated
with themodel resolution and/or thebathymetrydataset used. Furthermore, asnotedby Idier et al (2017), our
projectionsof tidal change suffer fromthe lackof a crediblemodel of century-scalemorphological change. Someareas
withinoutmodel domain (such asNorth Sea tidal sandbanks)have constructiondoubling timesof theorderof
centuries and thuswouldnotbe expected tokeeppacewith sea-level rise,whereasother regions suchas coastal dunes
mightdo so (Idier et al2017). Thus,wehave lowconfidence in specific geographicdetails of changes in tidal range, but
greater confidence in the results as providing an indicationof themagnitudeof changewhichmight arise due to this
contributionunder∼0.6mofMSLrise.Given largerMSL rise, simulations suggest that the changes in tidal range are
notproportional to theMSL rise, for some locations (seeUKCP18-Marine2018).
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Sincewe focus on projected century-scale changes, we have not considered the interplay of themean sea-
level change and the 18.6-year nodal cycle in tide amplitude, which can be expected to be important for the
nearer-term. For example, Talke et al (2018), in a study focused onBoston,Massachusetts, concluded that this
interaction produces a decadal-scale fluctuation in sea-level hazard.

4. Summary and conclusions

Wehave presented a synthesis of projections of 21st century change in sea-level extremes associatedwith
changes in time-mean sea level (MSL), waves, tide and surge, developed for theUnitedKingdomClimate
Projections 2018Marine Report, andwe have compared the sizes of these contributions.

Our simulations show that projections of 21st centuryMSL change (and its uncertainty) dominate over the
sources (surge andwaves)which depend on changes in the storm tracks. In contrast to the projected changes in
surge andwaves, the inter-annual variation in the extremes even under present-day conditions is comparable to
the projectedMSL change uncertainties inmany locations.

We conclude that, whilst there is an ongoing need for research leading to a scientific consensus on future
storm track changes, until such consensus begins to emerge coastal sea-level research effortmightmost usefully
focus on constraining theMSL change projections, and on the implications of theMSL change uncertainties for
coastal planning— for example by combining uncertainties in projectedMSL changewith a probabilistic
expression (as is usually shownby a return-level curve) of the present-day distribution of extremes.

Based on our surge simulations, we conclude that a central estimate of no change is the best representation of
the storm-surge contribution to extreme sea-level change over the 21st century.

Projected tidal changes are also small compared to theMSL contribution.However, in contrast to the surge
andwave projections, tidal changes do not depend on the highly-uncertain and poorly-understood atmospheric
changes, and in that sense they can be consideredmore robust. The physical processes driving this contribution
are fewer, better understood, and easier tomodel than the drivers of atmospheric circulation changes and so it is
probable that uncertainties in this small contributionwill respondmore readily to improvements inmodels and
experimental design.

We note two caveats to the results presented here: first, although ourmetric of SWHshows a 21st century
reduction, Bricheno andWolf (2018) discuss a less-robustmetric based on the extremes of SWH,which shows
an increase for someUK locations. Second, recent work has indicated the importance of non-linear effects of
MSL rise on the other components of change in sea-level extremes, particularly the effect on the inshorewave
climate, andmore research is required on these non-linear interactions.

These new simulations provide updated information for adaptation planning, and there is work to dowithin
coastal climate services (Cozannet et al 2017) to get this information to policymakers. Furthermore, given that
the largest contribution relates toMSL rise, there is an urgent need to both continue tomonitor thismetric and
narrow themajor uncertainty—from land icemelt.
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Appendix.Wave data

Table A1 shows the projected SWHchangemetric used infigures 2 and 3.
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